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DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS IN ABSTRACT H

FLORENCE LANCIEN

I. Introduction

Let A be a weak*-Dirichlet algebra i.e. a subalgebra A of L(/x)where
(/,/z) is a probability space such that:/x is multiplicative on A, A contains
the constants and A + A is weak*-dense in L(/x).
The abstract Hardy spaces are defined by the following:

P() is the closure of A in LV(/x), for 1 < p < 0%
o,(’) is the weak*-closure of A in L=(/x).

We also denote by 01(’) the set of functions in cl(,//) with ffdlz 0
and by Ree’x(,’) the set of real parts of functions in 1(,).
These algebras were introduced in [SW], where it was proven that the

corresponding abstract Hardy spaces enjoy most of the measure theoretic
properties of the original Hardy spaces. Then in [HR] the conjugate function
was studied for these weak*-Dirichlet algebras. The conjugation operator is
defined for 1 < p < by

f fi such that f + if P() and fgfidtx O.

This operator is bounded on LV(/x),l <p < . For p 1, is only
bounded from Ll(/x) into La’=(/x). So a natural question is to characterize
the functions in La(/x) for which f is in Ll(/x). This is the problem we will
investigate here. Note that if f > 0, Zygmund’s theorem (which holds for
weak*-Dirichlet algebras, see [HR]) asserts that the condition for f to be in
LI(/z) is that f is in L log+ L (i.e., flfllog+(lfl)dlx < o).
We will first recall the solution of the problem for the classical Hardy

spaces. It was solved on T, [ and n by B. Davis [Da], here is his result for
HI([). For f a real valued function on , let fa be the signed decreasing
function (i.e., non-positive and not increasing on (-% 0), non-negative and
not increasing on (0; o))which has the same distribution as f and let
M(t) ft__tfa(u) du.
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